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The experiment and functional model
The back-ground to the multi-physics modelling of DP physics
stems from fluid dynamics, heat transfer, electrodynamics, and
circuit analysis. The map, shown in figure 4, demonstrates the
different branches of plasma phenomena. The methodology of the
research involved the creation of physics simulation software that
is based on the formulations relevant to each specific branch of
plasma phenomena. The focus of the formula-based simulation is
to compute and to evaluate the theoretical behaviour of plasmas
with collisional dynamics. By developing the dynamic
representations of the plasma under different one-dimensional
conditions it is intended to proceed to two and three dimensional
models without compromising the realism of the simulation.

Abstract
Over past one and a half years University of Ontario Institute of
Technology (UOIT) has been involved in research of plasma science and
development of scientific equipment for studies of plasma in collaboration
with HOPE Innovations and STERN Labs. A feasibility study conducted at
UOIT on current plasma technologies and a configuration proposed by
HOPE lead to a joint effort between UOIT and HOPE to further investigate
properties of plasma. Methods for plasma simulation, radiation detection,
control systems, and cooling were evaluated and chosen in preparation for
future experiments at UOIT. An existing experiment involves the use of two
opposing plasma torches controlled by computers to create plasma. The
analysis and understanding of the experiment was performed to validate
the settings and their potential in the research area of dense plasmas. The
procedure to install the experiment was found on principle of design for
safety and identification of specific risks. The long-term plan of
implementing the fault prevention strategies in the DP research is to make
safety procedures and strategies for controlling runaway reactions and
instabilities. The work presented here describes what has been
accomplished at UOIT in regard to the plasma research.

Introduction
Thermonuclear fusion is a global engineering challenge that can
lead to a clean, sustainable, and inexpensive energy supply. The
fusion advantage is the abundance of fuel available. Using
primarily deuterium and lithium (for tritium breeding), the energy
generated with available resources may be able to supply
humanity’s needs for hundreds of years. As with nuclear fission,
thermonuclear fusion does not produce any sort of greenhouse
gas. However, in an accident situation, a fusion reactor is much
safer than current fission reactors. It is possible to stop the
reaction simply by shutting off the fuel source. In a well-designed
fusion reactor, the unstable plasmas quickly dissipate and do not
affect the surrounding systems. Also, when comparing a possible
fusion reactor to a fission reactor, there are relatively fewer
radioactive waste products. This means that the
decommissioning phase of a fusion reactor would be much
shorter than that for a fission reactor and more of the materials
could be recycled [1]. Despite this favourable outlook for fusion
reactors, the process of achieving fusion is nested with difficult
problems of containing extremely high temperature reactions,
maintaining high purity of fuels, and preventing plasma
instabilities that run the reactions to null. The research performed
at UOIT is aimed at functional modeling in order to perform
accurate analysis of high density plasmas in experimental
settings.
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Data Analysis of Experiment
The data from STERN are presented in figures 8, 9, and 10.
Figure 8 depicts the voltage as function of time, figure 9 shows
the current function of time, and figure 10 shows the plasma
current as a function of voltage drop across a 19 centimeter gap.
The data shown in the figures below was gathered at a sampling
rate of 10 Hz, the reason for this sampling rate is the limitation by
the data acquisition equipment provided by STERN laboratories
at the time of experimentation.
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